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The Duke's Naughty Little Wife (Historical Victorian Taboo Erotic
Romance)
Son of the eccentric Adolphus, seventh and favourite son of George III, Prince George was born in 1819
and was briefly heir presumptive to the throne of England until the birth that same year of his cousin
Victoria. Instead he became George, second Duke of Cambridge, and rose to be Commander-in-Chief of the
Army aged 37, holding that position for 39 years. Often considered a hidebound reactionary, he
nonetheless took a keen interest in reform of the Army, and made considerable efforts to improve the
soldier's lot. In the year that the title of Duke and Duchess of Cambridge was bestowed by HRH the
Queen upon Prince William and Catherine Middleton on the morning of their wedding, this charming,
substantial and formidably researched life of 'The Royal George' has a renewed topicality.
Charles Goodgame is a portrait painter who’s in love with his stepsister Polly Capstan. She works for
the Duke of Burfaughtonleigh at his crumbling stately home in Gloucestershire. Polly invites Charles to
paint a portrait of the Duke, but when he arrives, he finds that she has an ulterior motive, a
brilliant idea that will make them ‘pots of money’. The plan goes wrong, of course … The supporting
cast of characters includes aristocratic crooks, a widowed Viscountess with a penchant for Italian
waiters, an artist with a guilty secret who is being blackmailed by the alcoholic wife of a theatre
impresario and a bank manager who carries handcuffs and a shotgun when chasing fraudsters, but not
everyone is who they appear to be. All their lives collide in a series of scandals, shocks and
surprises that continue to the very last page. Ken Wilson has been writing educational materials for
nearly fifty years, and sold more than ten million books before he wrote his first work of fiction. In
all, he wrote more than thirty English language teaching titles, including a dozen series of textbooks.
His most successful course book series, Smart Choice, published by Oxford University Press, is in its
fourth edition and has sold more than six and a half million copies. His first publication was an album
of language teaching songs called Mister Monday, released when he was 23, which at the time made him
the youngest-ever published ELT author. During his working life, he was also a trainer, conference
presenter, theatre director, radio and TV programme writer and audio producer. Until 2002, he was
artistic director of the English Teaching Theatre, a company which performed stage-shows for learners
of English all over the world. The ETT made more than 250 tours to 55 countries. Five years ago, Ken
decided he had written enough English teaching books and embarked on a Creative Writing Master’s degree
at Birkbeck College, University of London. He graduated with merit in 2017.
A heartwarming, second chances, reunion romance from a New York Times bestselling author: Enjoy a fun
regency romp featuring a spinster in a counting house, a grumpy duke, goats, true love, and a partridge
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in a pear tree. What could go wrong? Absolutely everything! Beware romantic spirits from Christmas
past... Due to the terms of an estranged relative's will, the Duke of Silkridge must revisit the cold,
unforgiving mountains where he lost everything he once loved. As soon as he restores his family legacy,
he'll return to London where he belongs. He definitely won't rekindle the forbidden spark crackling
between him and the irresistible spitfire he'd left behind... Noelle Pratchett is immune to charming
scoundrels like the arrogant duke. He stole her heart, stole a kiss, and then stole away one night
never to return. Now he's back—and they both know he won't stay. But how can she maintain her icy
shields when every heated glance melts her to her core? The 12 Dukes of Christmas is a series of
heartwarming Regency romps nestled in a picturesque snow-covered village. After all, nothing heats up a
winter night quite like finding oneself in the arms of a duke!
In a peaceful village that has no name, twins Kadean and Delyah have everything they could ever want at
their fingertips; but a dark secret threatens to destroy it all. On their sixteenth bornday, a stranger
appears from the East and his arrival heralds the beginning of change, casting a menacing shadow over
the celebrations. Realizing they were raised in a tangled web of lies, the twins discover their
parents’ true identities; and their own. Forced to flee the only home they have ever known and thrust
into a world where every dark corner conceals a threat, Kadean and Delyah quickly learn of the foe they
face and taste the bitter sting of mortality. Caught up in a war that began decades ago, and haunted by
the legacy of their birth, the twins’ only chance for survival is to embrace their heritage as the
Children of the Dragonbones and end the Rise of the Redeemers.
Historys Naughty Bits
The Duke's Embrace
Naughty Little Gift
An Undomesticated Wife
Misadventures with a Duke
A stunning new Regency from beloved author Olivia Drake, When a Duke Loves a Governess...! Tessa James has worked
and planned tirelessly to open her own millinery shop. All she needs now is a loan from the lord who sired and abandoned
her. The only problem is, she doesn’t even know his name. What’s a woman to do to find him but enter the aristocratic
world by becoming a governess? Guy Whitby, the new Duke of Carlin, has returned to London after years abroad to discover
that his young daughter Sophy has become a wild-child known for scaring away every governess who's crossed his
doorstep. When Tessa James applies for the job, he hires her in desperation despite his misgivings that she’s too bold and
beautiful–and that she might be fibbing about her qualifications. Their blooming attraction leads them on a completely
unexpected path to love that neither wants to deny. But when an old enemy threatens Guy's family, their forbidden
romance goes up in flames. Can they still learn to love and trust each other as forces try to tear them apart?
When two childhood sweethearts find themselves together after years apart, does their romance have a chance to be
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rekindled now that he’s a duke and she’s a governess? Olivia Drake’s new Unlikely Duchesses series begins with The Duke I
Once Knew, where first love is always the sweetest... For years, Abigail Linton devoted herself to caring for her parents and
her siblings’ children. Now, eager to create a life of her own, Abby seizes upon a position as a governess on a neighboring
estate. Unfortunately, her absentee employer is Maxwell Bryce, the Duke of Rothwell, the notorious rake who once broke
her youthful heart. But since he hasn’t set foot on his estate for fifteen years, Abby assumes she’ll never have to lay eyes
on him ever again. Then, from out of nowhere, Max appears. He is stunned to come face to face with the girl next door he
fell for years ago—before he went away, and she stopped writing to him. . .even though Abby swears that he is the one who
left her without a word. Could it be that this spirited, witty spinster has won Max’s heart all over again—and that they may
have a second chance at love? Olivia Drake’s novels are: “Lush.”—Fresh Fiction “Compelling...filled with intrigue.”—Affaire
de Coeur “Skillful...readers will rejoice.”—RT Book Reviews
A woman accidentally kidnaps a duke in this fabulous Regency romp that Bridgerton author Julia Quinn hails as a "delight."
Chloe Wynchester is completely forgettable—a curse that gives her the ability to blend into any crowd. When the only
father she's ever known makes a dying wish for his adopted family of orphans to recover a missing painting, she's the first
one her siblings turn to for stealing it back. No one expects that in doing so, she'll also abduct a handsome duke. Lawrence
Gosling, the Duke of Faircliffe, is tortured by his father's mistakes. To repair his estate's ruined reputation, he must wed a
highborn heiress. Yet when he finds himself in a carriage being driven hell-for-leather down the cobblestone streets of
London by a beautiful woman who refuses to heed his commands, he fears his heart is hers. But how can he sacrifice his
family's legacy to follow true love? "Erica Ridley's love stories are warm, witty and irresistible. I want to be a Wynchester!"
—Eloisa James Publishers Weekly Best Books of 2021
A hidden identities, enemies-to-lovers, feel good romp from a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author: Unpaid
and under-appreciated journalist Miss Eve Shelling never goes anywhere without a trusty notebook and her overprotective
Duenna—who happens to be a bullmastiff. Eve learned the hard way that men are not to be trusted. She’s definitely not
falling head-over-heels for the deceptively charming subject of her front-page column. Local blacksmith Monsieur Sébastien
le Duc is the pillar of his community—when he’s not pillaging elsewhere. He’s a rakish dandy with a heart of stolen gold and
two teeny tiny secrets. One happens to be a wee international smuggling operation. The other involves losing his heart to
an ambitious journalist determined to expose the truth at any cost… The 12 Dukes of Christmas is a series of heartwarming
Regency romps nestled in a picturesque snow-covered village. Twelve delightful romances… and plenty of delicious dukes!
The Duke's Desire
When a Duke Loves a Governess
The Duke of Darkness
The Royal George
MY NAUGHTY LITTLE WIFE

Engineering genius, billionaire icon, and consultant to kings, the gorgeous Cassian Court is a legend before he even steps foot on the remote
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island of Arcadia. But when Mishella Santelle locks eyes with him, she doesn’t see that power—she sees the man behind it and the bruised
soul hers has been destined for. But destiny isn’t a luxury for a woman of the Arcadian court. When six months of Mishella’s life are
bargained to Cassian in a multimillion-dollar contract, she must learn the rules of a more ruthless kingdom: New York City. In this
glamorous jungle, paths are harder to discern, enemies are more cleverly camouflaged…and passions are impossible to ignore. Mishella is
increasingly drawn to the beautiful but bewildering Cassian. He connects to her soul, challenges her mind, and awakens her body in ways
she’s never dreamed. But Mishella fears for her heart and doubts the ghosts from Cassian’s past will ever free him to return her love. Unless
she can prove the impossible… That their love is worth fighting for.
Dig into the cold earth, pull away the damp leaves and burrow deep down to uncover true darkness... Face the horror of war-torn Germany
with Edmund as he fights to rescue his family. Confront the same overwhelming dread as Cody, in the midst of a futuristic prison, is haunted
by his past and desperate for a chance at redemption. Discover true monsters aboard a slaver’s ship on the high seas and witness a more
twisted side to Christmas. Uncover these and other bleak mysteries in Beneath the Ferny Tree.
Betrothed since childhood to a duke's son, twenty-one-year-old Elsie Stanhope enters into a scandalous affair with a muralist's mute
assistant, who, while unraveling the mystery of his birth, steals her heart.
Marcus Aurelius Octavius Whyte, Marquess of Daniston and heir to the Duke of Attleby, wakes in his mistress’s bed to realize this is the day
he meets his wife. That wife is coming from distant North Africa, where her father is a diplomat for the British government. Regina is no
happier about the match than Marcus is, but it was arranged by his grandmother, the Dowager Duchess, and her father. Marcus doesn’t want
a wife, and Regina has no idea how to run a household as a proper wife should. What’s Marcus to do with an undomesticated wife? One
thing he is sure of—he doesn’t intend to fall in love with her. Yes, he needs an heir, but he likes his life as it is without a wife. But from the
moment they meet, sparks fly. Not just angry ones, but sparks of passion. So what’s a couple to do when they planned on an unhappily ever
after and it doesn’t seem to be working out?
The Duke's Counterfeit Wife
One Night with a Duke
Calypso and Other Music of Trinidad, 1912-1962
Unlikely Duchesses
A Naughty Notion

From a New York Times bestselling author: A forbidden love, opposites attract romp between a meticulously proper duke
and an impishly improper spinster in this witty, feel-good romance! This year, the Duke of Nottingvale's Christmastide house
party doubles as a bride hunt. The handsome duke seeks a blue-blooded debutante as respectable as he is, and his parlor is
brimming with paragons of propriety. Inveterate spinster and unapologetic hoyden Miss Cynthia Louise Finch does not fit
the mold. Any mold. Her younger cousin is perfect for the duke! By matchmaking the two, Cynthia will save her favorite
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cousin from a horrific fate. The only problem? Cynthia has always held a tendre for the duke. And for the first time, she
seems to have caught his attention... The Duke of Nottingvale knows his responsibilities: Duty and decorum above all else. A
respectable lord would never sneak away for stolen moments with a fearless, audacious minx he cannot make his duchess. He
definitely wouldn't kiss her. Or fall in love... The 12 Dukes of Christmas is a series of heartwarming Regency romps nestled
in a picturesque snow-covered village. After all, nothing heats up a winter night quite like finding oneself in the arms of a
duke!
A heartwarming romp between a socially awkward duke and the social butterfly who pines for him, from a New York Times
and USA Today bestselling author: The Duke of Azureford isn’t the arrogant, aloof lord his peers perceive him to be. Yes,
he’s awkward, but he has a plan to fix it. In order to woo a respectable lady, he must learn how to flirt. The completely
inappropriate girl next door would make a perfect instructor, but a terrible duchess. So why can’t he walk away? Incorrigible
hoyden Miss Carole Quincy likes billiards, FIX, and the beautiful, buttoned-up Duke of Azureford. She’d be delighted to
help him out of his shell and into her arms. Who cares if they’re just pretending to flirt? The heady, breath-taking, soulconsuming feeling inside her runaway heart surely can’t be love… The 12 Dukes of Christmas is a series of heartwarming
Regency romps nestled in a picturesque snow-covered village. After all, nothing heats up a winter night quite like finding
oneself in the arms of a duke!
An opposites attract, enemies-to-lovers, feel good romp from a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author: Lady
chemist Penelope Mitchell took England by storm with Duke, a perfume for men that has women swooning at their feet. To
prove the same aphrodisiacal potency of her upcoming version for ladies, the new perfume must cause a rake to fall in love
with her in ten days. And she has just the man in mind… Sexy pleasure-seeker Nicholas Pringle—known as “Saint Nick” for
his wicked ways—wants to end the absurd cologne that has every young buck believing himself a ladies’ man. How hard can
it be to charm a spinster into changing her mind? But when Penelope does the charming, this rakish scoundrel must decide
between losing the war... or losing his heart. The 12 Dukes of Christmas is a series of heartwarming Regency romps nestled
in a picturesque snow-covered village. Twelve delightful romances… and plenty of delicious dukes!
There were few people in the world the Duke of Rhuddlan could trust, least of all his scheming brother Nicholas. So when a
spate of violence is perpetrated against people with a connection to the duke, Rhuddlan knows who is behind it. But how can
he end this vicious campaign when Nick is backed by the King’s own son? Olivia Stone wants nothing more than to live
quietly in her little cottage, but with a cruel suitor determined to possess her and an income that is steadily diminishing, she’s
left with no choice but to appeal to her wealthy cousin—whom she’s never met—for assistance. Will he give it? Or will she be
forced to marry a man she fears? When Rhuddlan knocks on Olivia’s door with a plan to help them both, she’s skeptical but
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sees no other option. Working together sparks a flame between them neither could have predicted, but when Nick discovers
the relationship, he becomes determined to destroy their hope for happiness. Can Rhuddlan finally put an end to his
brother’s devastation before someone is killed? Will Olivia still want him when she sees how ruthless he can be?
Comic Opera in 3 Acts. As Represented at Booth's Theatre, New York, March 17, 1879
Wish Upon a Duke
Forever My Duke
Beloved Little Wife
The Little Duke
Master Javen Medrex, a very wealthy and dashingly handsome CEO fell in-love with a young
woman who was perfectly gorgeous but has a mental disorder due to an accident, but has
chances of recovery. He married the young woman, Jade Corbal, regardless of her mental IQ
of a five years old girl. Not much of a problem with other point of view about her,
physically she was perfectly fine, emotionally, well, she was also fine with some
tantrums but there was one most problem of the Master Javen, she was a naughty girl, like
other girls, she have a crush, Master Javen bestfriend. Her naughtiness escalacated when
she became a wife. Although she listened like a little girl, most of the the time she has
always naughtiness in store for her husband to suppressed. Now, let us find out how the
handsome billionaire CEO manage his naughty little wife.
A feigned marriageA very real attraction… When their ship is commandeered, Nicholas
Terrell, Duke of Severton, saves stranger Sarah Parrish by claiming she’s his wife! She’s
more valuable if their captors believe she’ll bring them a duchess’s ransom, but now
Nicholas is compelled to share a cabin with his distractingly beautiful faux bride…
Outspoken Sarah enchants him like no debutante ever has. Yet, as a lady’s companion,
Sarah’s completely unsuitable for a duke. So surely a real match between them is
impossible? From Harlequin Historical: Your romantic escape to the past.
"The Geste of Duke Jocelyn" by Jeffery Farnol. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics &
literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
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meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
After the tragic death of his beautiful wife, Nathan Randolph is looking for
companionship. Timid Darby Turner is twenty years his junior and inexperienced in love,
confidence, and life. This unlikely couple marries after a whirlwind courtship. Darby has
fallen in love for sure, and Nathan encourages her to explore a dark sexuality with him.
Moving to his majestic, Southern plantation home, Darby realizes she does not know her
new husband at all. Soon Darby is competing with the memory of Nathan's dead wife. Can
Darby win out against a memory, or will the past destroy her new love?
The Love Trap
The Family Herald
The Duke I Once Knew
An Annotated Discography
The Geste of Duke Jocelyn
An emotional, rags to riches, temporary governess romance from a New York Times
bestselling author: Single father and confirmed bachelor Jack Skeffington is the
mastermind behind an international smuggling ring, yet unable to control his rambunctious
ten-year-old twins. What he needs is a stern, experienced, no-nonsense governess. What he
gets is his business partner’s untouchable sister, whose delectable body Jack yearns to
pull close. Mademoiselle Désirée le Duc cannot wait to return to France and regain her
lost vineyard. But to do so, she must repay crippling debt. Determined to buy freedom,
she accepts temporary employment from an Englishman with a wicked smile and a big… wine
cellar. His kisses taste like heaven and his arms feel like home. How can she choose
between two families separated by the sea? The 12 Dukes of Christmas is a series of
heartwarming Regency romps nestled in a picturesque snow-covered village. Twelve
delightful romances… and plenty of delicious dukes!
Forever My Duke is the second novel in a brand new Regency romance series from Olivia
Drake about rakish dukes and the governesses who steal their hearts. “I find Miss
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Fanshawe to be quite charming—for an American.”—The Prince Regent Hadrian Ames, the Duke
of Clayton, needs a bride. He even has the perfect one picked out. That is, until he
meets the lovely, free-spirited Natalie Fanshawe. She’s the opposite of what a man of his
high rank should desire in a wife—an outspoken American who has never even set foot in a
London ballroom. But Natalie doesn’t have time to be swept off her feet by a handsome
duke who must be a spoiled scoundrel like every other British lord. And she couldn’t care
less about Hadrian’s title. After all, it’s not as if he actually worked to attain his
wealth and status. He surely can’t understand what it’s like to be a busy woman, planning
to open a school while trying to reunite a six-year-old orphan with his English
relatives. Nevertheless, Hadrian launches his campaign to win her heart. Can the utterly
delightful American beauty ever find a way to love him...despite his being a duke?
From a New York Times bestselling author: Secrets and scandal abound when two delightful,
strong-willed opposites are snowbound together in this laugh-out-loud, feel-good romance!
As the daughter of a duke, Lady Isabelle’s pristine reputation is paramount. Her high
status is how she’ll attract the titled suitor her mother insists she wed. When Belle’s
chaperone falls ill en route to a party, she must pose as an independent widow to avoid
gossip. Why not have a wee innocent flirtation with a handsome tailor staying at the same
inn? She’ll be gone in the morning… A sudden blizzard upends Calvin McAlistair’s plans
when he’s snowbound at a posting-house. He has no time to play lady’s maid to the
helpless beauty next door, no matter how much he enjoys unbuttoning the straitlaced
widow. His future depends on impressing an important investor… who will ruin them both
once they realize Calvin has spent a scandalous fortnight with Lady Isabelle! The 12
Dukes of Christmas is a series of heartwarming Regency romps nestled in a picturesque
snow-covered village. Twelve delightful romances… and plenty of delicious dukes! THE 12
DUKES OF CHRISTMAS: 1. Once Upon a Duke 2. Kiss of a Duke 3. Wish Upon a Duke 4. Never
Say Duke 5. Dukes, Actually 6. The Duke's Bride 7. The Duke's Embrace 8. The Duke's
Desire 9. Dawn with a Duke 10. One Night with a Duke 11. Ten Days with a Duke 12. Forever
Your Duke
From a New York Times bestselling author: Sparks fly in this definitely-not-falling-inPage 8/13
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love workplace romance between a handsome drifter chasing adventure, and a small-town
jeweler who would never leave her home behind… Dashing Scot Jonathan MacLean never
returns to the same town twice. The happy-go-lucky philanthropist seeks constant
adventure… and is desperate to outrun his past. When a blizzard traps him in a tiny
mountaintop village, he meets a woman who tempts him with dreams he'd long since
abandoned: Home. Community. Love. But other people’s livelihoods depend on him leaving
for good as soon as the snow melts. No-nonsense jeweler Angelica Parker has spent her
life fighting for recognition. She's Black, she's a woman, and she will prove her
creations are the equal to any artisan in England. With the project of a lifetime on the
line, there's no room for error—or distractions. Especially not the handsome charmer
whose unquenchable cheer and melting kisses have become more precious than jewels... The
12 Dukes of Christmas is a series of heartwarming Regency romps nestled in a picturesque
snow-covered village. Twelve delightful romances… and plenty of delicious dukes!
Beneath the Ferny Tree
Dawn with a Duke
A Horror Collection
The Day the King Defaulted
The Duke of Cambridge: His Family and Career, 1819-1904
The young widow Lady Dorothea Fitzroy is bored with her life. Most especially so with her role as mistress of
her brother’s household, and the endless round of society engagements this forces her to endure. What Thea
so badly needs is a secret and passionate lover, to become mistress of another kind entirely, and so add
excitement and spice into her humdrum life. But where is she to find this handsome and inexhaustible
gentleman? Julian Remington, the arrogant and haughty 17th Duke of Blackmoor has no interest in finding a
mistress for his bedroom or his home. He’s jaded, cynical, and distrustful when it comes to women. One
woman, a woman from his past, has caused too much grief in his life for him to ever trust another. Thea and
Julian are about to be caught up in a passion for each other that blazes so fiercely, and so out of control, it is
beyond the power of either of them to resist. The Duke’s Mistress is the story of an arrogant duke and an
adventurous young widow, caught up in their insatiable desire for each other, the vengeful woman who would
like nothing better than to see Blackmoor suffer as she has suffered, and believes Thea Fitzroy to be the
means by which she will achieve it. Author's Note: Please be aware that the stories in the Regency Unlaced
Series are more explicit in language and sexual content than my other books.
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A star-crossed lovers, opposites attract, feel good romance from a New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author: Rumor has it, charming adventurer Christopher Pringle is finally ready to settle down. He’s searching
for a free-spirited bride to join him on his travels. But when the matchmaker he hires turns out to be the
woman he had a public spat with the day before, nothing goes as planned! Miss Gloria Godwin loves exploring
the world… from the safety of a book. She detests her dashing client’s attempts to force her from her comfort
zone. It should be easy to marry off the handsome heir to a dukedom. But the more she tries to match him to
other women, the harder it gets to say goodbye… The 12 Dukes of Christmas is a series of heartwarming
Regency romps nestled in a picturesque snow-covered village. Twelve delightful romances… and plenty of
delicious dukes!
Calypso, with its diverse cultural heritage, was the most significant Caribbean musical form from World War I
to Trinidad and Tobago Independence in 1962. Though wildly popular in mid-1950s America, Calypso--along
with other music from "the island of the hummingbird"--has been largely neglected or forgotten. This firstever discography of the first 50 years of Trinidadian music includes all the major artists, as well as many
obscure performers. Chronological entries for 78 rpm recordings give bibliographical references, periodicals,
websites and the recording locations. Rare field recordings are cataloged for the first time, including East
Indian and Muslim community performances and Shango and Voodoo rites. Appendices give 10-inch LP (78
rpm), 12-inch LP (33 1/3 rpm), extended play (ep) and 7-inch single (45) listings. Non-commercial field
recordings, radio broadcasts and initially unissued sessions also are listed. The influence of Trinidadian music
on film, and the "Calypso craze" are discussed. Audio sources are provided. Indexes list individual artists and
groups, recording titles and labels.
Fu Yu met a little girl on his way back from his northern patrol. Initially, he had only treated her as a little pet
and had only raised her as his precious daughter-in-law ... Ah'Bao only had two goals in life, one was to eat and
sleep well, to avoid being frozen by hunger, and the other was to not be sold in brothels. As long as these two
goals were satisfied, he could endure Young Master's bad taste, but this was still not enough, why did he need
to warm the bed for Young Master?
Once Upon a Duke
Life
The Sketch
The Duke's Bride
A Regency Romance
This book studies King Charles II's decision to stop all payments from his royal exchequer, a sordid but
little-known event in English history with eerie similarities to the cause of the Great Recession of
2008. As with any modern banking crisis, the financial system in 1672 almost collapsed, day-to-day
commerce ground to a halt, houses were lost, and ordinary investors suffered—but there was no banking
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bailout, and no mercy for the goldsmith-bankers who had lent the king millions to fund his unsustainable
lifestyle. The royal decision, made in the wake of plagues, fires, and war with the Dutch, left bankers
unable to cover their own liabilities and, in the days before bankruptcy, they couldn’t walk away from
their obligations and start fresh. Many bankers spent the end of their lives in debtors' prison, but
English commoners had little sympathy for the plight of rich financiers—a sentiment echoed after the
financial crisis of 2008. Ultimately, this book tells the complete story of the Merry Monarch's
financial default (England's first and last) using the lens and language of modern financial products
and markets. It covers the precarious history leading up to the infamous day in 1672, the intrigue
surrounding the ‘stop’—including those who traded on inside information beforehand—and the attempt by
distressed creditors to gain financial restitution.
Hugo, the Duke of Wynchester enjoys many affaires de coeur and his latest lover, the beautiful but
scheming and spoilt Olive Lady Brandon, is trying to blackmail him into marriage by forcing her husband
to divorce her. Storming angrily from her house, Hugo finds a strange stowaway aboard his carriage. It
transpires that this frail elfin beauty is none other that Janeta Brandon, Olive’s step-daughter, and
that she is fleeing the marriage her stepmother has arranged to an old man known to beat not only his
servants and horses but also his late wife. When the Duke realises that Janeta means to kill herself
rather than face a loveless marriage, he is struck by a cunning way to rescue them both by announcing
their ‘engagement’. They are then married in a quiet ceremony in the Duke’s private Chapel. It is only
when Janeta saves him from death by poisoning by the hand of her stepmother that the Duke realises that
he has been in love with her from the moment he first saw her. But surely the scorned Olive’s fury will
ensure their love is doomed before it can blossom.
Discover Fieldstones: A private London club that caters to the whims of the finest ladies and gentleman.
However naughty those whims may be… Marcus, Lord Blackstock, marries Miss Annabeth Manning for her
money. He is in for the surprise (and pleasure) of his life, when he discovers her dowdy dresses and
meek disposition hides a young lady of exceptional beauty and passion. But can she understand and share
his unique needs at Fieldstone’s? There’s only one way to find out—by staging a scene that will decide
their future. Will she turn away or will their passion ignite into love? Warning: This story contains a
gentleman with a penchant for voyeurism, a lady with curiosity in spades, and a passion that will burn
forever. No matter who is watching… Length: 26,500 k Heat: Inferno
A delightfully improper romp between a buttoned-up blacksmith and a spinster who loves racy novels, from
a New York Times bestselling author: Meg Church adores two things: life in a village of perennial
Yuletide, and the freedom of being a spinster with no reputation to protect. Oh, very well, three
things: She’s harbored a secret tendre for Christmas curmudgeon Lucien le Duc since the moment she first
glimpsed him. But the sexy blacksmith won’t give her the time of day, much less a night of torrid
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passion. Ever since Lucien le Duc was forced to flee his beloved France during the revolution, his allconsuming goal has been to recover not only his lost land and fortune, but also his rightful place among
the French aristocracy. He would never be distracted by an English dairy maid’s sultry glances… or her
soul-consuming kisses… or the temptation to turn one night into forever… The 12 Dukes of Christmas is a
series of heartwarming Regency romps nestled in a picturesque snow-covered village. Twelve delightful
romances… and plenty of delicious dukes!
Volume 3
Rise of the Redeemers
The Duke Heist
Kiss of a Duke
A Domestic Magazine of Useful Information and Amusement ...

Could his past be the key to her future? Even optimists have bad days, but Raegan
Tavish’s streak has lasted for weeks. The rising star of fashion stylists is dealing with
both a bad break-up and a creative slump, so apartment sitting for her lovebird friends
feels like a way to realign karma—until fate has its say. As soon as Bastien De Leon
steps out of the giant wardrobe in his brother’s master bedroom, Raegan knows what kind
of complication has just struck her life. The cabinet is no normal piece of imposing
furniture. It’s a time travel device, and it’s just brought this stunning warrior forward
by over two hundred years. But why? On a quest to return Bastien back to the time in
which he belongs, Raegan already knows she will be forever changed by this arrogant duke
and his irresistible passions. But what if Bastien’s intrusion isn’t just a visit? What
if this man is here to awaken something new inside her…and change the course of her
existence forever? Misadventures is a romantic series of spicy standalone novels, each
written or co-written by some of the best names in romance. The stories are scandalous,
refreshing, and, of course, incredibly sexy. They’re the perfect bedside read, a ‘quick
blush’ for the reader who loves a page-turning romance.
With each new generation we all tend to think of our predecessors as 'old-fashioned',
'conservative', 'prim', 'proper' - and downright dull. The sexual revolution happened in
the 1960s, right? Wrong. History's Naughty Bits is full of incredible stories that would
curl the hair of the most liberal-minded and sets the record straight with true stories
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of debauchery and titillation from Ancient history to the twentieth century. In it,
you'll find a huge range of well-known figures, from the Borgias to various kings and
queens, Popes and priests, Presidents and Prime Ministers, doctors, lawyers, saints and
philosophers. Quite frankly, they were all 'at it' in one way or another, and have been
since time immemorial.Fascinating, funny and mind-blowing in turn, this enlightening book
will turn your preconceived view of history on its head . . . if that's your thing . . .
When a Duke Says I Do
The Duke's Portrait
A Journal of Art and Actuality
Dukes, Actually
The Duke's Mistress (Regency Unlaced 1)
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